
Healthcare Staffing Agency Sees 10X Faster Background Check Turnaround Time

with Vault Health Workforce Screening

A New Hampshire-based healthcare staffing company’s mission is to staff registered nurses, licensed

practical nurses, and other healthcare professionals nationwide. When hospitals need to increase

staffing, their need is urgent – protecting patient care quality and patient safety requires enough staff to

do the job. This agency steps in to fill that need with qualified healthcare professionals. As part of its

candidate vetting process, this agency runs a variety of background checks, depending on the specific

requirements of the hospital that is seeking staff.

The Problem

The agency was encountering a significant problem with the New Hampshire State Police’s background

check process. Anytime the agency wanted to run a New Hampshire statewide background check, it was

stymied by the state police’s antiquated background check processing system. The state police required

the agency – as well as any other third-party requestor – to have notarized paper forms that the

candidate must fill out and mail in. The completed forms would be signed by the state police

representative and returned – once again via the U.S. Postal Service.

This long, drawn-out, inefficient process dragged down background screening turnaround time for any

candidate whose potential hospital required a New Hampshire statewide background check. The

turnaround time averaged 15 to 30 days. Since the job candidates couldn’t start work until the

background check process is complete, the agency’s healthcare professionals were losing out on

positions while they waited, depriving them of work and reducing the available pool of healthcare

professionals nationwide.

The Solution

A client since 2019, this agency came to Vault Health Workforce Screening for help. These slow

turnaround times with the New Hampshire State Police affected any third-party organization seeking to

run a New Hampshire statewide background check. There had to be a better way.

Using its deep healthcare staffing industry expertise, the Vault Health Workforce Screening team

evaluated potential vendors to find a solution. Vault found a vendor with a partnership with the New

Hampshire State Police that represented an effective workaround. The workaround is simple: The vendor

takes a list of names in person to the New Hampshire State Police headquarters. With this method, a

notary is no longer required which removes the primary source of delay. As a result, this vendor can get

New Hampshire statewide background checks completed the same day – no mail required. Vault Health

Workforce Screening was able to offer this vendor’s service to the healthcare staffing agency, a service to

which the agency did not have direct access.

The Results

The numbers speak for themselves: the healthcare staffing agency was able to process healthcare

staffing placements requiring New Hampshire statewide background checks 10 times faster than before.

Turnaround times that averaged 15 to 30 days now took just 2 to 3 days.



As a result, the healthcare staffing agency is filling nursing jobs faster. The company is saving money

because they’re not losing placements. They are not having to pay hundreds of dollars for background

checks, then losing the placement due to the delay in results.

Most importantly, the healthcare staffing agency is getting people to work faster, placing skilled

professionals in hospitals where they are needed.

Partnering with this vendor to offer enhanced turnaround time for New Hampshire statewide

background checks had an impact across all Vault Health Workforce Screening’s clients. The solution

Vault found applies to all of Vault’s clients, resulting in an even greater impact.

In September 2022, the Vault Health Workforce Screening team ran 97 New Hampshire statewide

searches. Results that would previously taken up to a month were available in less than one day.


